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Abstract

Reverse engineering is a di�cult task even for

humans. When trying to provide tools to assist

in this task, one should try to take advantage

of all possible sources of information.

Informal sources, like naming conventions,

are more abstract than the code, thus helping

to bridge the gap between code and design. On

the other hand, there is no certainty that they

actually represent the current state of the sys-

tem.

Some researchers have used these informal

sources of information, relying on the fact that

types (or variables, or functions) have the same

name to assume they represent the same thing.

However none of these researchers actually

tried to establish to what extent this assump-

tion was veri�ed.

This paper aims at providing a framework to

study this point. We will de�ne what it means

to have a \reliable naming convention", how

this can be tested and under what conditions.

Examples from the particular legacy software

system we are studying as well as from the lit-

erature are presented.

1 Introduction

Maintaining legacy software systems is a prob-

lem which many companies face. To help soft-

ware engineers in this task, researchers are try-

ing to provide tools to help recover the design

structure of the software system. In general,

existing research focuses on the source code as

the place from which to extract design con-

cepts.

Some researchers however considered more

informal sources of information of a higher level

of abstraction [3, 5, 7, 13]. The di�culty with

these is that they may be the remnants of an

old design no longer representing the actual

state of the system. Therefore one should be

careful when basing assumption on it.

In [2] we showed that �le names can provide

a reliable source of information to extract sub-

systems. But is naming convention still reliable

when it comes to identi�ers?

The community appears divided on this is-

sue. In [17], Sneed states that \in many legacy

systems, procedures and data are named arbi-

trarily". Other researchers have used heuristics

based on naming convention (eg. [4, 6, 15]) but

without assessing formally their e�ciency.

This paper aims at providing a framework to

study this point. We will de�ne what it means

to have a \reliable naming convention", how

this can be tested and under what conditions.

Examples from the particular legacy software

system we are studying.

2 Naming Convention and

Reverse Engineering

Reverse engineering is a di�cult task even for

humans. When trying to provide tools to assist

in this task, one should take advantage of all

possible sources of information.
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Informal source, like naming conventions, are

more abstract than the code, thus helping to

bridge the gap between code and design. On

the other hand, there is no certainty that they

actually represent the state of the system.

In [3] we used �le naming convention to ex-

tract subsystems in the legacy system we work

with. Our results show that �le names are a

useful source of information in this case [1, 2].

In the case of identi�er names, opinions are

contradictory: Sneed [17] reports that \pro-

grammers often choose to name procedures

after their girlfriends or favorite sportsmen",

whereas other researchers have used heuristics

based on the assumption that identi�ers names

were somehow signi�cant [4, 6, 15].

There are di�erent kinds of identi�ers: vari-

ables, user de�ned types, functions, etc. Be-

cause they are used to represent very di�erent

things (algorithms, abstract data types, . . . ),

each kind would probably require a di�erent

treatment. In this paper we will focus on (user

de�ned) structured types and their �elds.

Structured types are of particular interest in

reverse engineering because they represent ab-

stract data types which are good candidates to

form classes (see for example [6, 9, 12, 15, 20]).

One di�culty with structured types is to detect

when two of them, possibly slightly di�erent,

implement the same abstract data type:

� Sneed again, states that \data attributes

of the same structure may have di�erent

names from one program to another".

� Newcomb [15] or Cimitile et al. [6] are

comparing the de�nitions of the structured

types to �nd out the synonyms, i.e. struc-

tured types with di�erent names but im-

plementing the same abstract data type.

Relying on the structured type de�nitions,

Newcomb and Cimitile assume that if the struc-

tured type names are not signi�cant, the �eld

names are. But they did not formally assess to

what extent either assumption is true.

This paper aims at providing a framework to

study this point. We will now propose a formal

de�nition of \reliable naming convention".

2.1 Reliable Naming Convention

It should �rst be made clear that this work is

somehow based on an important assumption:

By trying to test how relevant naming conven-

tions are (with regard to the design) we are sup-

posing that the software engineers are trying

to give signi�cant names (although they may

failed in this attempt).

As already mentioned, in Sneed's experience

[17], this initial attempt was not made. He

found legacy software where procedures were

named after peoples (sportsmen or software en-

gineers' girlfriends). One can only hope this

kind of behavior is not the rule.

For us, we will assume that as long as iden-

ti�ers are not people names, they do represent

the concepts implemented. In our legacy sys-

tem, names seem to have been chosen to help

understanding what they represent.

The expression \naming convention" can be

misleading because it suggests a preliminary

agreement of the software engineers on how to

name things. This would not be a realistic hope

and it is not what we are aiming at.

Ideally, we would say that the naming con-

vention is reliable if there is an equivalence be-

tween the name of the software artifacts and

the concepts they implement. These concepts

will be though of as domain or design concepts.

For example, for structured types, this would

mean there is an equivalence between the name

of a structured type and the abstract data type

it implements.

The problem of comparing concepts (such

as design concept) will be addressed in section

x3. Even without considering this aspect, the

above de�nition is very strict. In reality, we

will have to consider independently each side

of the equivalence:

� Two software artifacts with the same name

should implement the same concept.

� A concept should have the same name

for each of its di�erent implementations.

(Corollary: Two software artifacts with

di�erent names should implement di�erent

concepts.)

The second implication is a well known, un-

resolved, problem of \forward" engineering:

\studies of how people name things have shown
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that the probability of having two people apply

the same name to an object is between 7% and

18%, depending on the object" [8].

We cannot hope the software systems we will

study solved it, therefore when talking about

the reliability of naming convention, we will

primarily focus on the �rst equivalence.

Before considering the di�cult problem of

comparing the concepts implemented, we will

briey describe the example software system we

used for our experiments.

2.2 The Data

We are working on a real world telecommuni-

cation legacy software system. This system is

over 15 years old and about 2 MLOCs of Pas-

cal code. The system contains over 7000 struc-

tured type de�nitions (records in Pascal).

A record can be de�ned as a type and then

be used to declare variables. Or it can be de-

�ned \on the y" when declaring a variable.

We call the second anonymous record de�ni-

tion, because it does not have a name of its

own. We did not considered this second type

of de�nition because obviously we cannot assert

the reliability of such record names.

Also, records can be de�ned globally (by a

program), or locally (by a function). We will

only consider global record de�nitions.

There are 2666 global, non anonymous,

record de�nitions, out of which, 97 records

have a non-unique name. This is relatively

small subset of all the record de�nitions. If we

consider the global and local, non anonymous,

record de�nitions, there are over 6000 records,

with 542 common names covering 1709 records.

We will mainly be comparing the records

pairwise. There are 44 common names, which

yield 77 pairs of synonymous records:

� 40 names common to 2 records (40 syn-

onymous record pairs),

� 3 names common to 3 records (9 synony-

mous record pairs), and

� 1 name common to 8 records (28 synony-

mous record pairs).

3 \Conceptual" Similarity

Metrics

In establishing whether a naming convention is

reliable or not, a very important point will be

how we compare the concepts implemented.

Ideally we would have an oracle (human) to

tell us whether two software artifacts with the

same name implement the same concept.

This solution is not tractable given the pos-

sible size of the data (thousands of software ar-

tifacts). We will therefore rely on the source

code to try to establish the similarity of two

implemented concepts.

We suppose here that any change in the de-

sign will be reected by a corresponding change

in the implementation. This is the act of faith

on which is based all the work in the reverse

engineering community.

3.1 Comparison of De�nitions

Intuitively it seems that the de�nition of a

software artifact is the most appropriate handle

(if not the sole one) to get a grip on the concept

implemented. This is how Newcomb [15] and

Cimitile et al. [6] detect synonymous records.

This is also how Mayrand et al. [14] propose to

detect clone functions.

Although we will not explore this path, we

believe, one could also consider the uses of the

software artifacts. The idea comes from the

way cohesion and coupling of subsystems |

which is basically measuring how close �les in

the subsystem are one from the other| are

computed: One compares the types or global

variables that are used in these �les [11, 16].

Experience with these metrics suggests the

results would be very similar. The two ap-

proaches should be very close in their imple-

mentation also as they would both come down

to compare other names, of variables using the

records in one case, of the records' �elds in the

other case.

We will only consider here the record de�ni-

tions. The theoretical di�culty lies in the fact

that one assumes the �elds' names and types

are reliable whereas the record names are not.

To justify this somehow incoherent assump-

tion, Newcomb proposes a subjective argument
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Synonymous Field Types

records = 6= total

Field = 73 (94.8%) 4 (5.2%) 77

Names 6= 52 (11%) 421 (89%) 473

Table 1: Paired comparison of �elds' names and �elds' types for synonymous records. The results

are given in number of record pairs.

(accumulation of imperfect proofs): \For com-

plex records consisting of 5-10 or more �elds,

the likelihood of false positives1 is relatively

small. For smaller records the probability of

false positive is fairly large."

There are a number of problem with this ar-

gument:

� Although common sense suggests it is true,

it would have to be formally established.

� It implies to �x a threshold (somewhere

between 5 and 10 for Newcomb) which

presumably would depend on the software

system.

� It does not say much for records that are

below the treshold.

In the system we are studying, the average

size of the structured types we considered is 3.6

�elds, which is well below Newcomb's thresh-

old.

It would be easier if we knew \how much"

reliable the �eld names are.

As for the records, we may try to assess the

�eld names reliability by comparing their de�-

nition (i.e. the �elds' types). Fortunately, the

\recursive testing" may stop if we deal with

typed programming languages. For these lan-

guages, the type of a variable (or a �eld in our

case), is usually meaningful2.

One must however make sure that:

� The type of the �eld is not not one of

the basic types of the language (integer,

boolean, characters, . . . )

� The type of the �eld is not an anonymous

record.

1
i.e. Structured types assumed to represent the same

abstract data type whereas it is not the case.

2
There are di�erences among the typed languages.

In C for example, the typing is looser than in Pascal.

We exclude the basic types of the language

because they are too general and meaningless:

We can make very few assumptions from the

fact that two variables are integers.

We exclude anonymous records because to

assert if they are equal, one would have to com-

pare their �elds and therefore assume the �elds

name are reliable which is what we are trying

to establish.

For all the pairs of synonymous records in

our system, we compared their �elds' names

and �elds' types. The results are given in table

1. These numbers show that inside the syn-

onymous records subset, the �eld names are

reliable: A high proportion (94.8%) of synony-

mous �elds have the same type (�rst implica-

tion of section x2.1, same name ) same im-

plemented concept), and the proportion of non

synonymous �elds with di�erent types (89%) is

also good (second implication of section x2.1,

di�erent names ) di�erent implemented con-

cepts).

However, the set of synonymous records is a

relatively small subset of all the records. To be

of interest, the experiment should consider all

the records.

These new results (table 2) are not as clear.

At �rst it would seem that the �rst implication

is not respected whereas the second (that we

judged less likely to be true) is.

In fact, the overwhelming number of �eld

pairs with di�erent names or di�erent types

invalidate all the results. A possible solution

would be to split down the system into sub-

systems and consider each subsystem indepen-

dently. We will come back on this in section

x4.

3.2 Field Based Similarity

We have established that inside the subset of

records that have non unique names, the �eld
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All Field Types

records = 6= total

Field = 7709 (33.7%) 15174 (66.3%) 22883

Names 6= 158828 (0.2%) 66652062 (99.8%) 66810890

Table 2: Paired comparison of �elds' names and �elds' types for all records. The results are given

in number of record pairs.

naming convention is reliable. We will see how

we can use such a result to formally compare

records.

To compare the record de�nitions we will

use similarity metrics from [10]. These met-

rics compare two lists of \attributes" (in our

case, �eld names with their types). Given the

two lists l1 and l2, the metrics are based on the

following values a = kl1 \ l2k, b = kl1 n l2k and

c = kl2 n l1k:

Jaccard: similarity (l1; l2) =
a

a+ b+ c

S�rensen-Dice: similarity(l1; l2) =
2a

2a+ b+ c

Ochiai: similarity(l1; l2) =
a

p
(a+ b)(a+ c)

When the need will appear to make a di�er-

ence between the metrics themselves and the

ways they are used to compare the record de�-

nitions, we will refer to these three as similarity

metrics and to the way we use them as concep-

tual similarity metrics (\conceptual" because

we use them to compare the \concepts" or ab-

stract data types implemented by the records).

For the conceptual similarity metrics, the

record de�nitions will be represented by lists

of �eld names and types (together). Because

we compare each �eld and its type as a whole,

we will say these conceptual similarity metrics

are �eld based. We will see in the next section

conceptual similarity metrics based on words.

Table 3 (upper part) gives the distribution

for the 77 pairs of synonymous records for the

three metrics. The two special values zero

(records completely di�erent) and one (records

completely equal) have been singled out to al-

low a better comparison of the results with fol-

lowing experiments.

First a good news: one can see that the re-

sults are very similar for the three metrics.

The bottom part gives the results when we

do not take into account the type of the �elds

in the list describing each record. As expected,

this makes little di�erence.

On the other hand, it would seem that the

record names are not reliable. About half of

the pairs have a low conceptual similarity (<

0:4). This is in fact a aw in our �eld based

conceptual similarity metric.

3.3 Word Based Similarity

Some record pairs have �elds with very close,

yet di�erent, names. As a result, the similarity

metric consider such records completely di�er-

ent one from the other (null similarity).

The eight records sharing one single name

(\general software log data type") provide a

very good example of this. They have the fol-

lowing �elds:

� fcpreport table id: language �les, cpre-

port string 1: integerg (1 record),

� fhm table id: language �les, hm string 1:

integerg (2 records),

� fmsgctrp table id: language �les, msgc-

trp string 1: integerg (1 record),

� fsmdr table id: language �les,

smdr string 1: integerg (1 record),

� ftrfmtce table id: language �les,

trfmtce string 1: integerg (2 records),

� ftrfreport table id: language �les, trfre-

port string 1: integerg (1 record).

Because of the di�erent pre�xes in the �eld

names, the records have a null similarity be-

tween them, whereas in fact, these small dif-

ferences themselves reinforce the impression of
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Similarity intervals

0 ]0; 0:2[ [0:2; 0:4[ [0:4; 0:6[ [0:6; 0:8[ [0:8; 1[ 1

Jaccard 32 2 1 2 3 5 32

S�rensen-Dice 32 0 3 0 4 6 32

Ochiai 32 0 3 0 4 6 32

Jaccard 32 1 1 2 2 5 34

S�rensen-Dice 32 0 2 0 3 6 34

Ochiai 32 0 2 0 3 6 34

Table 3: Conceptual similarity of the 77 synonymous record pairs. The results are given in number

of pairs in each similarity interval. The top part was measured with �elds' names and types, the

bottom part with �elds' names only.

intentional similarity. The records are not just

simple copy/pastes to avoid rewriting a few

lines of code. They were purposedly modi�ed

to mark minor di�erences while still pertaining

to the same general abstract data type.

These eight records act as implementations

of subtypes of a general abstract data type that

would have the following two �elds ftable id:

language �les, string 1: integerg.

This single problem accounts for 26

pairs out of the 32 with null conceptual

similarity (24 pairs for the name \gen-

eral software log data type" and two other

pairs from two other names).

There are possibly two ways to overcome this

problem:

� consider only the �eld types and not the

�eld names,

� allow imperfect match between �eld

names.

We rejected the �rst solution on fear that

we do not have enough data left to compare

the records. Because we said we don't want to

use the language basic types, we would have

to eliminate the integer type in these �elds

and therefore compare the records on only one

type (\language �les") which seems little. Pre-

sumably, some records would have nothing left

to compare them (if all their �elds have basic

types).

We will rather consider the second solution

and propose a word based conceptual similarity

metric that would take into account the simil-

itude between the �elds' names.

To do this, we will simply decompose

the �eld names into the list of their con-

stituent words (\cpreport table id" decom-

poses in \cpreport", \table" and \id"), hence

the name word based conceptual similarity met-

rics.

Decomposing the record names is not a di�-

cult task with the system we are studying. As

a rule, the identi�ers include \word markers"

(the underscore sign) on which to break them.

In addition to this, some identi�ers include

numbers like \pid0" or \hm string 1". If these

numbers or not isolated by \word markers" (in

\hm string 1", 1 is isolated; in \pid0", 0 is not),

we consider them version number and decom-

pose the word as follow: \pid0" gives \pid" and

\pid0".

See [3] for a discussion on how to decompose

names which do not contain \word markers"

There are di�erent ways to compute

the word based conceptual similarity

metric. We could come up with a

\weighted" version of the metrics, where

kfcpreport table id ; cpreport string 1g \

fhm table id ; hm string 1gk would not be

zero, but would consider that the elements of

the lists have some similitude.

This solution would require many di�cult

decisions, as: what to do when some names

from l1 all imperfectly match some names from

l2? Deciding which names of l1 will be matched

with which other name of l2 would be a di�cult

task that we did not want to undertake.

We propose an easier solution, the list repre-

senting each record de�nitions will be made of

all the \words" composing the �eld names of

the record. Thus, computing the word based
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Similarity intervals

0 ]0; 0:2[ [0:2; 0:4[ [0:4; 0:6[ [0:6; 0:8[ [0:8; 1[ 1

Jaccard 4 3 0 27 2 7 34

S�rensen-Dice 4 0 3 0 28 8 34

Ochiai 4 0 3 0 28 8 34

Jaccard 3 1 3 1 29 8 32

S�rensen-Dice 3 0 3 1 29 9 32

Ochiai 3 0 3 1 29 9 32

Jaccard 2 2 3 0 29 9 32

S�rensen-Dice 2 1 3 1 27 11 32

Ochiai 2 1 3 1 27 11 32

Table 4: Word based conceptual similarity of synonymous records. The top part was measured

with decomposed �eld names only. The middle part was measured with decomposed �eld names

and non decomposed �eld types. The bottom part was measured with decomposed �eld names and

decomposed �eld types.

conceptual similarity between these two lists:

� fcpreport table id, cpreport string 1g

� fhm table id, hm string 1g

will consist in applying the similarity metric on

the two following lists of \words":

� fcpreport, table, id, cpreport, string, 1g

� fhm, table, id, hm, string, 1g

This solution may appear a bit too simplistic

at �rst because we loose the �eld to �eld com-

parison and just compare all the words. This

means for example that the two lists faa 11,

bb 22g and faa 22, bb 11g would get a \per-

fect" similarity (equal to one) whereas they are

not equal.

To reduce the risk of such problem, we sug-

gest to drop the �elds' types for this experi-

ment. Of course, one can do this only if the

�eld names have proved to be reliable. If they

are not, one could put the �eld types in the

list as independent word themselves. The ba-

sic types of the language would be discarded.

A priori, it does not seem �tted to also decom-

pose the type names, but this could be subject

to discussion.

Table 4 gives the results of the new exper-

iment for our system. The top part was ob-

tained with the lists characterizing each record

containing only the decomposed �eld names.

The middle part was obtained with the lists

containing the decomposed �eld names and the

non decomposed �eld types. Finally the bot-

tom part was obtained with the lists contain-

ing the decomposed �eld names and the decom-

posed �eld types.

In this case, the three alternatives make little

di�erence.

As expected, the results are better. The aw

we detected has been corrected and only 10%

of the pairs have a conceptual similarity infe-

rior to 0.6 . Two pairs are de�nitely di�erent

(null similarity). These are utility records. The

number of perfectly equal pairs did not change

(32 if we include the �eld types, 34 if we do

not include them). This may indicate that the

problem of \cross similarity" (between list like

aa 11, bb 22 and aa 22, bb 11) we feared did

not occur.

4 Naming Convention in

Legacy Software

Because we are dealing with legacy software,

there is another problem one should consider,

that of reliability over space. Because legacy

software are very large, di�erent parts of the

entire system (presumably subsystems) could

have di�erent naming conventions.

Consider the following example: In the sys-

tem we study, there are 16 records with an at-
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tribute \data"3. Out of these 16 �elds, only

four have the same type (two pairs of \data"

�elds with the same type). These two similarly

typed pairs occur in records that have either

the same name or very similar names:

� two records \ss7msgdmp trace buf item"

have a \data" �eld of type \message",

� records \registers" and \lld registers" have

a \data" �eld of type \data register".

The 12 other \data" �elds (with dissimilar,

non basic, types) occur in records that have

dissimilar names.

We believe this is the same kind of localized

naming conventions that caused the �eld names

to appear non relevant over all the records (ta-

ble 2, page 5) whereas they appear relevant

over the subset of synonymous records (table

1, page 4).

These localized naming convention would

make their testing all the more di�cult because

it imposes to know the partitioning of the sys-

tem over which the di�erent naming convention

are based.

Presumably, the naming convention would

be localized in subsystem, but there is no cer-

tainty about it. It could also depend on the

software engineers who would be working on

more than one subsystem.

5 Conclusion and Future

Work

Being able to rely on the names of software arti-

facts to detect di�erent implementations of the

same concept would be very useful. It would

for example allow to extract the \names" of

the design concepts thus allowing the program

comprehension tools to use the same language

the software engineers do. It could also de-

crease the amount of data to deal with (consid-

ering records' names instead of all the records'

�elds).

Some researchers tried to rely on names in

their reverse engineering e�ort. But they did

3
In fact, there are 25 \data" �elds, but we do not

consider nine of them which use one of the language's

basic types.

not formally assess to what extent naming con-

ventions are reliable in the systems they study.

In this paper we presented a framework to

do so. We proposed a de�nition for \reliable

naming convention" and proposed some exper-

iments to evaluate it.

The possibly di�cult issue of \consistency

over space" (or \localized naming convention")

was raised.

We tried to illustrate our discussions with

examples and experiments from the particular

software system we study. But these were lim-

ited in size and do not allow to draw any signif-

icant conclusion for this system. An extension

of this work would be to conduct real experi-

ments over the system.
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